
PSYCHEDELICREVIEW EDITORIAL

Editorial ,a "turn on". Moreover the criteria are becoming Associate U.S. Commissioner of Education for
lesssubjective. Art works if it turns you on; and Research show high-school drop-outs have a

What is the psychedelic movement? developed by the Indians, based on the elemen- there is no uncertainty about what it means to higher average I.Q. than high-school graduates.
tal manifestations of earth, water, fire, air. Very "turn on". As McLuhan points out "we are only beginning

ThrH years ago, when Psychedelic Review few "psychoses" occur in this type of session. In A few pointers, such as Allen Atwell, Isaac to realize what a tiny slice of human possibilities
started, It was the consuming interest of a few 1918 the Native American Church was first Abrams, Marl Klarwein, Burton Schonberg, have we now educate". Yet we know now (see "Notes
hundred adventurous scientists, artists and schol- incorporated in the state of Oklahoma as a used the traditional medium of oil on canvas to on Current Research") that LSD can facilitate cre-

ative problem-solving; it can further precisely
ars. Now- a phenomenon on the national scale, protection of their use of peyote. Three new convey the psychedelic images. But the most those abilities that we don't know how to teach
already spreading to other Western countries, psychedelic religious groups have seen the wis- popular and typical psychedelic art uses the by conventional means. The "tuned-in" nervous
The magical letters L S D provide jokes and puns dom-necessity of this procedure - the Church of moving media: film and expanded film or media system of a child in its normal state or of on adult
for columnists, sermon topics for ministers, irri- the Awakening, founded by John And Louisa mix, as in the USCO shows, the Leary celebro- in the turned-on state can produce a dozentoting anxiety for law-makers and enforcers, and Aiken in New Mexico; the Nco-American Church tions, Trips Festival etc.
commercial stimulation for the owners of bou- founded by Arthur Kleps, now located in Wash- variants or solutions of a problem, as compared
tiques and discotheques. LIFE magazine in April ington, D. C.; and the League for Spiritual In a psychedelic experience there is sensory to the normal one or two. "Education in the
estimated a million doses of LSD would be con- Discovery founded by Timothy Leary in New bombardment and there iscentering. So we have future", according to Marshall McLuhon, "will be
sumed in 1966. More recent estimates from York. Legal incorporation is a measure of social multi-channel audio-visual inputs, and we have more concerned with training the senses and
informed sources indicate that between 40 and protection, a facilitation of shared interests. The drone and mandala as centering devices. IBM perceptions than with stuffing brains". Psyche-
50 grams, i.e. around 200,000 doses, are being psychedelic churches will probably have to do had mandalas in its windows at Christmas. In delics are likely to play a key role in this kind of
produced and distributed pm' month. Of course what the government refuses to do: assume a world of information chaos, heightened by sensory training and the development of dar-
no one knows how many people consume these responsibility for the quality - and price-cantrol psychedelics, the calm discs and bull's eyes that mant capacities.
amounts, but it seems safe to predict that by tho of the sacramental substances, many of the light-composers are making serve
end of 1967 a million people will have taken as cool centers in a stimulus hurricane. The consciousness of the old world is dominated
LSD. A million minds blown. These churches are organic tribal groups of by linear, typographical thinking, and by

voyagers on a common and ancient path. They The far-reaching implications of psychedelics for Aristotelian either-or logic; its characteristic feel-
A million people looking for new ways to ex- do not proselytize. Timothy Leary constantly education have not yet even begun to be ex- lng-tone is alcoholic blunt aggressiveness. The
press, communicate, channel, integrate the preaches a theme of decentralization. Found plored. We cannot deny that the educational consciousness of the new/young world uses the
revelations and visions of the interior journey, your own religion, start your own country. Avoid system as it is now does not provide the kind of integrated simultaneity of the electronic infor-

the bureaucratic structure which will inevitably knowledge needed by today's youth, and the marion-arts (TV, film), and multi-level Oriental
In looking around for examples of how psyche- stifle the ecstatic impulse, youth are demonstrating their awareness of the logic; its predominant feoling-tane is the compre-
delic experiences may be integrated harmonious- system's obsolescence by "dropping out" in in- hensive sensory fusion produced by psychedelics.
ly into communal life, we should look to the one While these infant churches are building the creasing numbers, by founding "experimental" or
group in our society that has been using new social forms of the psychedelic movement, "free" colleges etc. Statistics released by the In this spirit - the new Psychedelic Review.
psychedelic drugs as sacraments for 150 years the artists are consciously transforming the eh-
- the Peyote Indians. Stewart Brand's article in vironment into psychedelic information. The aim
this issue describes the powerful simple ritual is no longer to express or to please; the aim is
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